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Our mission statement addressed the needs 
of umbrella users and would-be users

Product Description • Hands-free, portable and durable alternative 
to the umbrella that is fun to use 

 

Key Business Goals • Update traditional umbrella for the 21st 
Century 

• Product shipped for holiday/rainy season 
• 5% market share within 12 months 

 

Primary Market • Urban commuters to work and school 
 

Secondary Markets • Recreational walkers 
• Sports fans 

 

Assumption and 
Constraints 

• Manual operation 
• Current waterproof fabric technology 
• Weight less than 3 pounds 

 



Customer research was a challenge because 
of the broad scope of our expected user base

Research objectives
• Verify target market
• Identify and prioritize user needs
Methodology
• Two-pronged approach to emotional experience of  dealing with rain

– Observational
– Qualitative

• Focus groups
• Informal interviews

Challenges
• Huge market – difficult to characterize user
• Umbrella is a product with strong preconceptions



Responses to rain vary greatly but are 
universally visceral in nature
User needs research findings:
• Tolerance for rain varies greatly

• Geography
• Sex
• Degree of professionalism

• Jackets are the primary alternative
• Can offer more useful coverage
• Having dry head is important to umbrella users
• Equally portable and more convenient?

• Opinions differed widely on the ideal rain protection device
• “waterproof suit”
• “the helium-powered umbrella”
• “flexible stem like a snake light”



Customers were most focused on hands-
free usage

User needs
• Hands-free
• Full coverage 
• Not easily lost or left behind

• Portable
• Neat
• Durable 

• Can be used in crowded spaces 
• Doesn’t endanger other people
• Fashionable

First  
tier

Second tier

Third tier



We tried to promote a similarly broad 
approach in our design process



A screening matrix favored a design we 
called the “Cobra Hood”



The transition from paper to prototype 
yielded tremendous insight into the product

• Conducted scoring run-off
– Cobra hood vs. hybrid (attached snake shaft) vs. conventional umbrella

• Selected Cobra Hood design
• Explored construction alternatives

– Visited REI, Home Depot

Not only was the Cobra Hood novel, it best met 
our user needs



Our first functional prototype worked but 
was a bit clumsy



Feedback confirmed many of our goals and 
highlighted several areas for enhancement

Strengths
• Hands-free

– 70% of respondents said it 
was much more hands-free 
than umbrella

• Coverage
– 85% of respondents said it 

provided the same or better 
coverage than umbrella

• Confirmed expectations 
re: price point and 
marketing

Weaknesses
• Portability

– 77% said it was less 
portable than umbrella

• Fashion
– 69% said it was less 

fashionable than umbrella

• Coverage/bulk trade-off



The current functional prototype reflects a 
number of meaningful enhancements

• Functionality
– Modified hinges
– Strap stays
– Wind flaps

• Aesthetics
– Bi-color fabric
– New frame design

• Portability
– “Funbrella Keeper”
– New frame design

• Coverage
– Front closure



The business model for the Funbrella was 
comparatively straightforward

• No public pure-play umbrella makers but target market and 
distribution similar to outdoor clothing/equipment makers 
(Columbia, North Face, etc.)

• Relatively lean start-up costs
– Low design/capital costs
– Marketing to get product on shelves is major component

• Inexpensive materials and simple construction
• Low unit production cost ($9) supports appropriate retail 

price point $36
• Business could be started with minimalist approach or 

broad national launch



Moderate sales volume would support a 
very attractive business



Who needs fashion when you’ve got the 
Funbrella?


